Full Lab
Sensory isolation laboratory

DESCRIPTION

Mobile booth entirely adapted to sensory testing (taste, sniff, visual and qualitative ...).

A totally sealed area in terms of light, ventilation, sound, smell, and lingering odours.

THE STRENGTHS

+ Particularly suitable for sniff test:
  A controlled mechanical ventilation and coal filter guarantees the air exchange and deoids of external pollution.

+ Total sensory isolation: Visual - Olfactive - Hearing
  Alveolar partition wall

+ Building time: 6 minutes
  Weight: 55,11 lbs
Full Lab

Equipment provided in the carrying bag

- Roof made of alveolar polycarbonate with a LED lighting
- Air extraction system (With 1 VMC you can connect from 1 to 4 cabins placed nearby)
- If you wish to use single booths, it is necessary to buy one VMC per booth
- Serving hatch
- Worktop
- Cable pass
- Folding chair
- Carpet
- Air supply with coal-based filter
- Wheel
- Partition wall made of alveolar polypropylene

DATASHEET - Full Lab
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Dimensions

- SIDE: 6'3" height
- FACE: 3'3" height
- BACK: 2'3" height
- TOP: 1'7" width, 3'3" width, 4'11" length
Our strengths

*Sensory analysis booths easy to transport and fast to install.*
"Our design teams can help you customize Full Lab (dimensions, accessories, colours ...) to accommodate your test protocols, current or future test location, new ideas..."